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DIGITAL SECURITY CONTROLS, DIV OF TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD
3301 LANGSTAFF RD
CONCORD, ON L4K 4L2 CANADA

Model SG-MLR2-DG digital alarm communicator receiver consisting of the Models SG-CPM2 central processor, SG-DRL2A, -MLRX or -MLR2-DG card cage and other separately Listed devices as indicated in the installation instructions.

Subassemblies, Models SG-CPM2, SP-DRL2A, -MLRV, -MLRV-A, -MLRX, SG-DRL2E, SG-DRL-IP.

Enclosures, Models MLR2A6L, -2A2814, -2A6114, MLR2-CS, MLR2-CM, MLR2-CL.

Accessories: Printers, Models CPU1150, CPUDMP206.

receiver consisting of sub-assemblies, Models SG-DLR2E digital receiver line card, SG-CPM2 central processor.

Control unit subassemblies, Models T-Link, T-Link TL250, T-Link TL300 ethernet communicator, for use with separately Listed control unit as indicated in the installation instructions.

Model SG-System III (DACT, other technologies-PSDN), digital alarm communicator receiver consisting of subassemblies, SG-DRL3, SG-DRL3-IP, SG-CPM3, SG-PSU3, SG-MLRF3; Model SG-System III suitable for Standard encrypted line security when provided with subassembly Models T-Link TL250 and SG-DRL3-IP.

Model SG-System II, digital alarm communicator receiver, suitable for encrypted line security when provided with subassembly Models T-Link TL250 and SG-DRL3-IP.

Model SG-System IV (other technologies-PSDN), digital alarm communicator receiver consisting of subassemblies, SG-DRL4-IP, SG-CPM4, SG-PSU3, SG-MLRF3; Model SG-System IV suitable for encrypted line security when provided with subassembly Models T-Link TL250 and SG-DRL4-IP.
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